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Executive Summary

The current state-of-the-art of monitoring and measurement together with the au-
tonomic working environment of ANA impose a set of requirements for a monitoring
framework for ANA. These requirements are namely adaptiveness, extensibility, accu-
racy, efficiency, and transparency. For example, the framework must take into account
the fact that certain measurement methods work well in particular context and poorly
in another one (e.g. wireline vs. wireless) and adapt to the given context. In addition,
clients that issue monitoring requests may impose QoS requirements on the monitor-
ing tasks, which the framework also needs to take into account. In addition, adding
new measurement tools should be automated and should not require manual configura-
tion. Furthermore, all this should happen transparently from the monitoring client’s (i.e.
application) point of view. In this deliverable, we present the design of an Integrated
Monitoring Framework (IMF) which addresses the above mentioned requirements. We
also describe the current implementation status of the framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Monitoring is an essential part of network management operations. It refers to ob-
serving the state of the network and, traditionally, human personnel, such as network
operators, perform these duties manually or they are notified in case a particular event
is observed. Typical objectives for monitoring are failure detection, quality of service
assurance, service level agreement compliance, and traffic engineering.

The way monitoring is done in practice today is that operators use manually various
kind of tools such as SNMP, tools to analyze e.g. Netflow records, or other proprietary
tools. In addition, a wealth of tools for measuring a particular metric of interest have
emerged from the research community, especially for end-to-end measurements. An
important observation is that these tools operate on the application layer and there is
little cooperation between the different tools. Furthermore, there is little support for
monitoring from the network layer elements. The reason for this is the fundamental
end-to-end argument that the current Internet architecture is strongly based on [8].

The above described situation has several undesirable consequences: First, many
metrics of interest are measured through active measurements meaning usually prob-
ing the end-to-end path in order to estimate some properties of the underlying IP path
such as the available bandwidth. This is undesirable for two reasons: the accuracy
of estimation is not guaranteed and active probing introduces additional traffic to the
network. Second, different applications that use the same monitoring or measurement
tools may lead to duplication of measurement efforts. For example, applications that
rely on delay measurements will most likely perform end-to-end probing measurements
independently leading to redundant measurement traffic. Third, because of the lack of
cooperation, tools that measure similar metrics do not join efforts and it is up to the ap-
plication or user using them to figure out which tool should be used in a given context.
For instance, measuring properties of a wireless path may require different tools than
measuring a wireline path. Finally, it is cumbersome to incorporate new measurement
tools into applications because each tool typically operates differently and there is no
common interfaces between the tools.

ANA aims for an autonomic network architecture. In such an architecture, moni-
toring is a central functionality. In an autonomic scenario, the adaptation of the system
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happens through feedback loops which require monitoring. As a consequence, mon-
itoring is integrated into the ANA architecture as a first-class citizen like addresses,
naming, labeling, forwarding, routing, etc. This fundamentally changes the paradigm
for monitoring and helps to resolve the above described issues. This new situation also
brings new challenges: In an autonomic context, there is no notion of a priori knowl-
edge and therefore, applications and other components of the architecture cannot know
in advance, for instance, which kinds of metrics a particular tool measures. Further-
more, they have no knowledge about how the tools perform measurements which is
crucial information if they are to select the most appropriate tool for a give situation. In
addition, while providing essential information to other parts of the architecture and ap-
plications, the monitoring part of the architecture must itself be able to adapt to changing
context. In other words, it must exhibit properties such as self-configuration and self-
optimization as well.

Our approach in ANA is to develop an integrated monitoring framework which es-
sentially comprises of very few core components and an extensible set of other com-
ponents and the principles enabling the inter-working of these components. The ANA
core machinery makes it possible to design such a flexible framework that fulfills the
following requirements that we have defined: extensibility, self-configuration, self-
optimization, adjustable accuracy, efficiency, and transparency. We describe these prop-
erties of the framework in detail in Chapter 3.

Since the design and implementation of this framework is a challenging task, we
adopted the overall ANA approach, i.e., an iteration of design and architecture work
followed by implementation and gathering experiences from the implementation. In
particular, we have started with a high-level design, respectively a conceptual view of
the integrated monitoring framework (see Section 3.2), followed by implementation
work (see Section 4.1). Based on the experiences with the first implementation of the
conceptual integrated monitoring framework and several monitoring bricks we have
developed the detailed design of the integrated monitoring framework (see Section 3.3).
It should be noted that the implementation of the conceptual framework does not only
serve to gain insights for the design of the detailed framework. Instead, most of the code
can be re-used for the implementation of the detailed integrated monitoring framework.
Some bricks need to be extended and some functionality needs to be moved to different
components (see Section 4.3).

We describe in this deliverable the detailed design of the integrated monitoring
framework for ANA architecture. Earlier version of the monitoring framework have
been introduced in [1]. This document describes the most mature version of the design
together with current status of the implementation. It should be noted that this deliver-
able does by purpose not follow the timeline of our developments as described above,
but instead follows the logical structure from background, design, implementation, and
future work. Thus, we first revisit the most important concepts and building blocks of
the ANA architecture in the next Chapter. We then explain the overall design of the
framework and the different types of components of the framework in Chapter 3. Then,
in Chapter 4, we describe the approach and current status for implementation before
concluding in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

ANA Basics

This chapter summarizes the fundamental abstractions, concepts, and blueprint of
the ANA architecture.

2.1 Bricks and Functional Blocks

One fundamental concept of ANA is functional decomposition. Functionality is not
present in monolithic blocs that do not change over time but rather in small pieces that
are dynamically recombined in order to optimally fulfill their task. Within ANA, these
pieces are called Bricks.

Bricks typically represent single functions that are not useful on their own. A brick
may for example be addressing, framing or the computation of a checksum. Only when
combined to larger entities, bricks can offer useful services. These larger entities are
called Functional Blocks.

A functional block consists of one or more individual bricks that have a common
task. This may for example be to offer services of a full featured network protocol (the
IP functional block in ANA is a good example), a user application or even a network
monitoring system. Unlike the mentioned monolithic blocks, the composition of func-
tional blocks is dynamic in the term that it may be dynamically build and dynamically
re-composed at runtime.

Since bricks and functional blocks use the same mechanisms for communication,
ANA makes internally no differentiation between both. Thus the use of a functional
entity, may it be a brick or a functional block, is entirely transparent to the user or user
application.
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2.2 Information Dispatch Points

The other fundamental concept of ANA is indirection. Special rendevouz points
decouple a functions provider from the functions entry point. This means functionality
is not accessed directly but via these rendezvous points, called Information Dispatch
Points (IDPs). Within ANA, every communication between bricks, functional blocks
and client applications uses IDPs.

Figure 2.1: IDP binding: IDP a is subsequently bound to FB2, FB3 and IC1.

While indirection introduces additional overhead and thus decreases performance, it
also enables flexibility. IDPs can dynamically be rebound to other bricks or functional
blocks. Since this operation is non disruptive, it is also totally transparent to user bricks
communicating over this IDP. Figure 2.1 illustrates the binding.

2.2.1 Information Channels

Information Channels (IC) are a conceptual abstraction of ANA. An information
channel is the entry point to a beforehand set up inter-node communication channel. A
user brick that wishes to communicate with a brick on a distant node can send data to the
IC without bothering about any communication detail. Figure 2.2 shows an information
channel over ANA Ethernet.

Figure 2.2: IC in the Ethernet compartment
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2.3 Compartments

ANA separates competing interests in the network into network realms, called Com-
partments. Simplified a compartment is a communication context shared by the com-
partment members in order to talk to each other. This may as well include an addressing
scheme (e.g. IP is a compartment in ANA) as well as some common policy or behavior
shared by all members of a compartment. Compartments can interact with each other
(e.g. layering of compartments) or exist isolated from each other.

2.3.1 Node Compartment

The Node Compartment is a special form of a compartment an ANA. It does not
provide "real" network functionality but enables bricks to communicate with the core
machinery (covered in Section 2.4). Since this is the only way for bricks to communicate
with each other over ANA, the membership to the node compartment is mandatory.

2.3.2 Compartment API

The Compartment API enables bricks to use the services offered by the node com-
partment. It follows a simple publish/resolve scheme.

A service provider has to publish the service it offers with a service description
(SERVICE below) in the node compartment. If a client wants to use a particular service
it has to resolve that service via a service description and gets the appropriate IDP for
communication with the service provider. The client can now send messages to the
service provider through the resolved IDP. The lookup primitive is similar to the resolve
primitive but solely returns reachability information about the service.

int publish(IDPs, CONTEXT, SERVICE)

int unpublish(IDPc, IDP, SERVICE)

IDPr resolve(IDPc, CONTEXT, SERVICE)

void* lookup(IDPc, CONTEXT, SERVICE)

int send(IDPr, DATA)
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2.4 Minmex

The core functionality of ANA is provided by a networking core, called Minimal
Infrastructure for Maximal Extendibility (Minmex). It spans the node compartment with
the compartment API and offers the essential services for the functioning. The Informa-
tion Dispatch Table (IDT) maps IDPs to service providing bricks, thus is the base of all
communication over IDPs. The Key Value Repository (KVR) maps service descriptions
to service provider IDPs and thus enables the publish as well as the resolve and lookup
functionality.

Figure 2.3: The information dispatch table holds the bindings of the IDPs

Abbreviations

FB Functional Block

IC Information Channel

IDP Information Dispatch Point

Minmex Minimal Infrastructure for Maximal Extendibility
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Chapter 3

Towards an Autonomic Integrated
Monitoring Framework

In this chapter, we first describe the objectives that we aim to fulfill with the Inte-
grated Monitoring Framework(IMF). Then, we describe the design of IMF starting from
a simple conceptual view and moving on to a detailed design of the framework.

3.1 Objectives

In the introduction, we mentioned the following undesired fact of the current state
of affairs with regards to network monitoring today: inaccuracy and overhead traffic
due to active measurements, duplication of measurement efforts, the lack of coopera-
tion among tools, difficulties in extending monitoring capabilities by incorporating new
tools. We designed the IMF with these issues in mind. The framework’s behavior should
be autonomic to a certain extent. In other words, it should fulfill at least some of the
self-* properties. As a result, we identified the following concrete set of requirements
for the framework:

Adaptiveness and self-optimization: The IMF should adapt its behavior according
to the changing network environment, available system resources, and possible addi-
tional non-functional requirements such as expected accuracy of measurements/estimation.
Specifically, it should be able to select the best available means (i.e. existing tool) for
accomplishing a particular measurement task, i.e. self-optimize.

Extensibility: The IMF should allow cooperation among tools and in this way be
extendible. In other words, it should be easy to add new measuring tools on the fly
without explicit manual/human configuration efforts, i.e. the framework self-configures
when new tools are added.

Accuracy: The IMF should be able to deliver better accuracy than than what solu-
tions used today do.
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Efficiency: The IMF should be designed in such a way that resource consumption
can be optimized, i.e. measurements are performed on-demand.

Transparency: All of the above mentioned properties should be achieved by the
IMF in such a fashion that it is invisible to the clients (applications) issuing requests. In
other words, the clients should not need to care about which measuring tools/methods
are available at a given time instance and what are their specifics. The clients simply
issue requests to the framework to measure particular metrics.

As an additional remark, we note that security and resilience measures such as pro-
tection against malicious nodes and recovery from failures are important issues also for
the IMF. While these issues are addressed in a more generic way for the whole ANA ar-
chitecture in deliverables of other tasks, in this deliverable we do not explicitly address
those issues. They are currently out of scope for this task.

In the next sections, we describe the design of the IMF and explain how it fulfills
the above enumerated requirements.

3.2 Simplified Conceptual View of the Integrated Mon-
itoring Architecture

We start with the simplified conceptual view drawn in Figure 3.1. There are three
kinds of FBs in the figure: client FB, orchestration FB, and measuring FBs (red boxes).
Measuring FBs correspond to various kinds of measurement tools used today.

Client

Orchestration

Measuring FB

Measuring FB
Measuring FB Measuring FB

MCIS

requests results

Data storage
(RAM,DB,…)

Figure 3.1: Conceptual view of the monitoring framework.

In the following, we describe each of the three kinds of FBs in detail.
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3.2.1 Orchestration FB

The Orchestration FB has a central role in receiving requests from client FBs and
in dispatching accordingly correct measuring FBs. The Orchestration FB is the central
point for all operations and thus the intelligence of the framework. It must be aware of
the available measuring FBs and the metrics that they can measure. With that informa-
tion it can describe to the client FBs the type of measurements it can provide.

In addition, for measuring a particular metric, there can be several different kinds
of measuring FBs. Thus, the Orchestration FB should be able to make a decision on
which of the measuring FBs to use in a particular situation. For this reason, it needs to
have information about the context depending of which it maps the requests into specific
tasks by measuring FBs. For example, monitoring bandwidth for a wireless path may
require the use of different metrics/tools than monitoring bandwidth of a wired path.

In more detail, the Orchestration FB is responsible for the following operations:

• Keep track of available measuring FBs.

• Parse requests from client FBs.

• Transform requests into tasks for individual measuring FBs based on (1) non-
functional requirements of the request and (2) context information.

• Manage measuring bricks (start, stop, pause, resume operations).

• Store necessary data into MCIS (the measuring bricks may also do this).

• Perform caching if needed.

• Provide results of monitoring requests back to client FBs.

3.2.2 Client FBs

These FBs send requests to the Orchestration FB in order to get specific monitoring
information. The requests can be in form of one-time queries, notification requests (no-
tify me if latency to X increases above threshold Y), or subscriptions (give me latency
to X every Z seconds). The client brick formulates the request specifying the metrics to
measure and the request parameters.

The requests from client FBs to the IMF may contain non-functional requirements
in the form of QoS parameters. For instance, the client FB may request latency mea-
surements with estimated confidence above a given threshold, which has an influence
on whether the measurements will be estimates from Virtual coordinate system or direct
probing with Ping.
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3.2.3 Measuring FBs

These FBs perform measurements of particular metric(s). They may also utilize
one or more of the other measuring FBs to perform their measurements. For example,
Virtual coordinate system relies on Ping measurements.

3.2.4 MCIS (Multi-Compartment Information Sharing)

This FB provides necessary functionality for sharing information. In essence, it is a
distributed system that provides lookup and store operations and supports multi-attribute
range queries. It requires naturally some sort of local storage which can be volatile
(e.g. simply storing data as objects in RAM) or persistent (e.g. database controlled by
DBMS). Both, the Orchestration FB and measuring FBs can utilize MCIS within the
IMF. We describe MCIS together with other implemented components of the IMF in
more detail in Chapter 4.

3.3 Detailed Design of the IMF

The detailed design of the IMF is illustrated in Figure 3.2. We describe the detailed
design in terms of bricks (see Chapter 2). Hence, instead of a single Orchestration FB,
as in Figure 3.1, it includes several bricks that implement together with the measuring
bricks the logic and intelligence of the Orchestration FB described earlier. These newly
introduced bricks are Dispatcher, Brick Selection, and Information Management.

It should be noted that the set of Measuring bricks (MB) is extensible. The task
of the Brick Selector is to analyze the client request, identify the MBs that are able to
measure the requested metric, and in case there are more MBs than candidates it should
select the most suitable one wrt. the client requirements that are stated in its request
and the given context at the time of the request. In other words, the entire inference
process for all possible metrics is encapsulated in the Brick Selector. The task of the
Information Management brick is twofold, on the one hand it keeps track of which MBs
are available, which metrics they measure, and how they perform in any given context;
and on the other hand it is responsible for managing the vocabularies that are used to
specify metrics of interest, client non-functional requirements (i.e., QoS requirements),
and context information.

We introduce how these bricks are used for answering a client request, by explaining
the interactions between the components and the tasks they solve in a simplified sce-
nario. We illustrate in this scenario all required data, i.e., context data and the requested
measurement data, needs to be measured on demand. Figure 3.3 shows that the client
request is accepted by the Dispatcher and then forwarded to the Brick Selector. The
Brick Selector parses the client request and identifies which metrics needs to be mea-
sured. It uses the Information Management brick to identify the bricks that are available
to measure this metric (this interaction with the Information Management brick and the
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Measuring

Measuring
Measuring

Figure 3.2: Detailed design of the IMF.

next one are not shown in the figure to keep it simple). Furthermore, it retrieves from
the Information Management brick the properties of these bricks, which describe how
these bricks behave in a given context. Given these brick properties, the Brick Selec-
tor knows which context variables need to be measured in order to determine how the
different brick measurement candidates behave under the current Context. This in turn
means that the Brick Selector invokes those Context Bricks that measure the needed
context variables. Once the relevant context is known for all candidate measurement
bricks, the Brick Selector can use this information to identify the one that matches best
the client requirements. Finally, it informs the Dispatcher about the outcome such that
it can forward the client request to the selected measuring brick and afterwards return
the results to the client.

3.3.1 Information Model

3.3.1.1 Vocabularies

IMF follows a declarative approach, which we believe allows for the most flexi-
bility concerning extensibility, self-configuration, and self-adaptation. Therefore, one
important building block of the IMF is the vocabulary that is supported. The use of an
ontology might introduce even more flexibility, but at the given moment in the design of
IMF we regard hierarchical structured vocabularies as sufficient for our purpose, with
the advantage that they are much easier to create and maintain. For the vocabularies to
be used we have the following two basic assumptions:

• Vocabularies are shared, which means that developers of measurement bricks and
users of IMF need to agree on a core vocabulary that is hierarchically specified in
a so-called Vocabulary Specification Tree (VST).
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Figure 3.3: Simplified Control Flow within the IMF.

• Vocabularies are extensible, i.e., new sub-concepts can be added over time. Thus,
it is not necessary to specify all terms that might possibly be used in the future
before the IMF can be released. For example, any new measurement brick that
measures a metric that is not yet part of the VST, announces this metric to the
IMF. Inside the IMF it is the responsibility of the Information Management brick
to integrate the new metrics properly into the VST.

We need vocabularies to describe the following entities, properties and requirements
(to simplify the following presentation we assume for each of these items an individual
VST):

• BrickVST describing the brick types; new bricks announce where they fit in the
BrickVST.

• MetricVST describing the metrics known to the IMF; new bricks announce their
metrics and where it fits in the MetricVST.

• ContextVST describing Context types and corresponding values; new bricks that
identify new Context types announce their Context type dependencies and where
they fit into the ContextVST.

• QoSVST describing new QoS parameters and corresponding values; new bricks
announce their new QoS parameters and where they fit in the QoSVST (? New
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bricks announce their QoS profile - one question we have not yet answered here
is how we describe the functions ?).

3.3.1.2 Design Considerations for VSTs

The main goal for the design of the VSTs is to make the structure of the different
VSTs as homogeneous as possible. That means, we propose the following structural
commonalities for the different VSTs:

• The BrickVST identifies a set of brick types that are organized as a tree. For each
type, IMF keeps a record of the bricks belonging to the type. To allow reuse of
names across types; a brick is identified by a pair <brick type, brick name>.

• The MetricsVST identifies a set of metric types that are organized as a tree. For
each type IMF keeps a record of the metrics belonging to the type; a metric is
identified by a pair <metric type, metric name>.

• The ContextVST identifies a set of context types (context variables) that are orga-
nized as a tree. For each type IMF keeps a record of the context value that belongs
to the type; a context is identified by a pair <context type, context value>.

• The QoSVST identifies a set of QoS parameter types that are organized as a tree.
For each parameter IMF keeps a record of the metrics belonging to the type; a QoS
parameter is identified by a pair <QoS parameter type, QoS parameter name>.

In the following, we give for each of these VSTs a simple example. Figure 3.4
is illustrating two brick types, i.e., monitoring bricks and context bricks. Monitoring
bricks could be concerned with monitoring of node resources (not illustrated) or net-
work monitoring, which is captured in the type Network Monitoring Brick. The figure
shows further that there are two bricks registered in the BrickVST that perform network
monitoring, i.e., the Ping brick and the VCS brick. At this stage of our work, we assume
that in the Brick VST the brick names, like Ping and VCS, are not part of the shared
vocabulary, but are instead decided by the brick developers.

Figure 3.5 illustrates a simplified MetricVST consisting just out of one metric type,
i.e., Network Performance Metric, and four metrics that are related to this type, i.e.,
throughput, latency, jitter, and bandwidth.

Figure 3.6 illustrates a ContextVST that differentiates between three basic context
types, i.e., network context, resource context, and node context. In this example, the
network context defines whether a network is mobile or static. The resource context
comprises two types, i.e., CPU context and battery context.

In our last example we illustrate the QoSVST (Figure 3.7) that comprises two QoS
parameter types, accuracy and resource consumption, and some possible values for these
types.
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Figure 3.4: BrickVST.

Example: MetricsVST
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Figure 3.5: MetricVST.Example: ContextVST
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Figure 3.6: ContextVST.

Another important design decision is to treat all bricks equally, independent of which
VSTs they are linked to. This design decision is driven by the fact that the choice
of brick is always made based on the service offered by the brick, i.e., the metric it
measures. For example, each context brick offers a "metric" that identifies the type of
context information provided. In this sense the context types would double up with
corresponding context metric types (see Figure 3.8). Thus, it is more meaningful for
implementation purposes to integrate them into one tree; this can be done by simply
considering the ContextVST as being a subtree under the MetricVST root node (see
Figure 3.9).

3.3.1.3 Information Model in Information Management brick

In order to manage and maintain in the Information Management brick the vocab-
ularies and the available bricks and their properties, as well as enabling an inference
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Example: QoSVST
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Figure 3.7: QoSVST.
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Figure 3.8: Relating context type specification and context metric specification.

process to select the most suitable measuring brick for given client requirements and
context, we propose the following data schema for the data to be managed (see Figure
3.10 for a UML class diagram description).

To store the brick information we propose the following table structure, where the
attributes (brick type, brick name) constitute a key:

brick type brick name metrics type metrics name

To store the QoS Profile information we propose the following table structure, with
(brick type, brick name, QoS parameter, context type, context value) as key:
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Lessons Learned
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Figure 3.9: Integrated specification tree for Context Type and Context Metric.

brick type brick name QoS parameter context type context value QoS property

3.3.2 Maintenance of Information

We have earlier identified that extensibility is a very important requirement for the
revised IMF. The number of bricks should be extensible, the type of metrics used, the
QoS parameters used, and the context considered. We argue that the natural source of
such new information is always the developer of a new brick. First, she develops a
new brick that has a new name. This brick might also measure a new metric, and its
QoS might be impacted by not yet considered context aspects. Finally, the developer
might consider it important to use new QoS parameters to describe the properties of her
new brick. One might argue that clients resp. client developers should also be able to
introduce new metrics, context types, and QoS parameters. However, these new terms
can only be supported by the IMF if the corresponding bricks are available. Therefore,
we assume that in case a client developer requests new terms, this is done by means
outside of the IMF. As such IMF is first time confronted with an improved set of terms
when a new brick registers itself to the IMF. It should also be noted that in case the
client requests certain terms that are not known by the IMF, these terms are ignored,
respectively an error message is returned to the client brick if it is not possible to fulfill
the clients request, e.g., it contains only terms that are unknown to IMF.

We explain the process of extending the data maintained by the Information Man-
agement brick with the help of an example. In the initial stage, we have only the roots
for the BrickVST, MetricVST, ContextVST and QoSParameterVST available, and the
Brick table and QoS Profile tables are empty (see Figure 3.11).

If a new brick registers with the IMF and thus indirectly with the Information Man-
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client requirements and context, we propose the  following data  schema for  the 
data to be managed (see Figure 10 for a UML class diagram description).  
 

 
 
Figure 10: Information Management FB schema in UML notation 

To store the brick information we propose the following table structure, where 
the attributes (brick type, brick name) constitute a key:  
brick type  brick name  metrics type  metrics name 

       

       

 
To  store  the QoS Profile  information we propose  the  following  table  structure, 
with (brick type, brick name, QoS parameter, context type, context value) as key: 
brick 
type 

brick 
name 

QoS 
parameter 

context 
type 

context 
value 

QoS 
property 

           

           

Deleted: A textual explanation 
of the figure needs to be given.

Deleted: 

Deleted: S

Deleted: the

Deleted: primary 

Deleted: :

Deleted: the primary 

Figure 3.10: Information Management brick schema in UML notation.

agement brick, it needs to provide a specification of "where it belongs in the different
VSTs", i.e, all terms that describe the brick. For example, when the Ping brick registers
itself to IMF it has to declare the following terms:

• Brick Type := Monitoring Brick/Network Monitoring Brick/ Ping

• Metric Type := Network Performance Metric/ latency

• QoS Parameter := accuracy/[ bad , medium , good ] & resource consumption/[
low , medium , high ]

Furthermore, it specifies its QoS in relationship to the context:

• accuracy := good

• resource consumption := medium

Since all VSTs in the initial stage are empty the full path from root to leave, i.e.,
the specified term, will be added to the respective VSTs. Furthermore, the Brick Table
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Figure 3.11: Initial stage.

and the QoS Profile Table will be updated with the corresponding data provided by the
brick. Figure 3.12 illustrates this.New Monitoring Brick: Ping

Brick Type

Monitoring 
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Network 
Monitoring 

Brick

Ping

Metrics
Type

Network 
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Metrics
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QoS parameter context type context value QoS property

accuracy good
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medium

QoS Profile

QoS
Parameter

resource
consumption
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bad

medium

good
low

medium

high

Figure 3.12: Introduction of a new monitoring brick: Ping.

The introduction of the VCS brick afterwards would be similar, see Figure 3.13. The
VCS brick would declare to the IMF the following terms when registering:

• Brick Type := Monitoring Brick/Network Monitoring Brick / VCS

• Metric Type := Network Performance Metric/ latency

• Context Type := Network Context/( network context", [ mobile , static ])

• QoSParameter := accuracy/[ bad , medium , good ] & resource consumption/[ low
, medium , high ]
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Furthermore, it describes its QoS with respect to the context:

• accuracy := if network context == mobile :: low | if network context == static ::
medium

• resource consumption := low

The Information Management brick adds to the VSTs the missing parts and updates
the two tables.New Monitoring Brick: Vivaldi

Brick Type

Monitoring 
Brick

Network 
Monitoring 

Brick

Virtual
Coordinate

Metrics
Type

Network 
Performance

Metrics

latency

QoS parameter context type context value QoS property

accuracy network mobile bad
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resource
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low

QoS Profile

QoS
Parameter

resource
consumption

accuracy

bad

medium

good

low

medium

high

Context
Type

Network
Context

mobile

network
context

static

Ping

Figure 3.13: Introduction of a new monitoring brick: VC.

The introduction of a new context brick called NwProbe would comprise for exam-
ple the following declaration of the brick to the Information Management brick:

• Brick Type := Context Brick/ NwProbe

• Metric Type := Context Type/Network Context/ network context"

• QoS Parameter := accuracy/[ bad , medium , good ]

The QoS description includes:

• accuracy := good

Since most of these terms are already known to the Information Management brick
only the BrickVST, the Brick Table and QoS Table need to be updated wrt. to the
state after the introduction of the VCS brick. The contents of the VSTs and tables is
illustrated in Figure 3.14.
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Updated IMF –
Brick and QoS Profile Tables

brick type brick name metrics type metrics name

Network Monitoring Brick Ping Network Performance Metrics latency

Network Monitoring Brick VC Network Performance Metrics latency

Context Brick NwProbe Network Context network context

brick type brick name QoS parameter context type context
value

QoS property

Network Monitoring Brick Ping accuracy good

Network Monitoring Brick Ping resource
consumption

medium

Network Monitoring Brick VC accuracy Network Context mobile bad

Network Monitoring Brick VC accuracy Network Context static medium

Network Monitoring Brick VC resource consuption low

Context Brick NwProbe accuracy good

Brick

QoS Profile

Figure 3.14: VSTs, Brick and QoS Profile tables after introduction of Ping, VCS and
NwProbe bricks.

3.3.3 Information Handling

We illustrate how the Information Management brick makes use of the VSTs and
tables, by explaining how the steps are carried out when all required data needs to be
measured on demand.

Step 1, Request: The client brick sends a request to the Dispatcher containing its
choice of metrics - Network Performance Metric/ latency - and its QoS requirements.

Step 2, Request: The Dispatcher forwards the request to the Brick Selector.

The Brick Selector delegates the task of finding data on MB candidates to the In-
formation Manager. The Information Manager performs a lookup in the Brick table for
matches on the provided metrics:
metrics type = Network Performance Metrics & metrics name = latency.

A match is found for
brick type = Network Monitoring Brick & brick name = Ping
brick type = Network Monitoring Brick & brick name = VCS.

Next, the Information Management brick performs a lookup in the QoS Profile table
to find which Context Types influence the QoS profiles of these bricks. A lookup on
the two pairs found in the previous match, returns one match: context type = Network
Context.

Since every Context Type doubles up as a Metric Type, the Information Manage-
ment brick can find out what metrics are available for measuring Network Contexts by
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browsing the MetricsVST for this term (consult Figure 3.9). The name of the metric is
network context (with small letters). Now the Information Management brick can use
the same procedure as previously for finding bricks that offer this metrics: Do a lookup
in the Brick table for matches on:
metric type = Network Context & metric name = network context.

The match, brick type = Context Brick & brick name = NwProbe, is indicated with
yellow in the Brick table below.

Finally, the Information Management brick informs the Brick Selector of its results.

Step 3. Request context information: Now that the Brick Selector knows that it
needs to contact the Context Brick named NwProbe to find the current Network Context
value, it can send such a request to NwProbe.

Step 4, Provide context information: We assume that NwProbe returns the value
Network Context = mobile . The Brick Selector then asks the Information Manage-
ment brick to provide the QoS parameters of the brick candidates in the current context,
highlighted in bright yellow below:

Based on these QoS parameters and the QoS requirements provided by the client
brick, the Brick Selector decides that the Ping brick is the best suited.

Step 5, Return which brick to use: The Brick Selector returns its choice,
brick type = Network Monitoring Brick & brick name = Ping, to the Dispatcher.

Step 6, Request: The Dispatcher requests Ping for the measurement.

Step 7, Return Measurement: The Network Monitoring Brick Ping returns a mea-
surement to the Dispatcher.

Step 8, Return Measurement: The Dispatcher forwards the result to the client
brick that requested the measurement.

3.3.4 Brick Selection

We extent slightly the monitoring request compared to the original version. This
extension is motivated by the fact that it might not always be easy to select between two
or more measurement brick candidates, i.e., which brick is the most suitable for this
request. The solution outlined here is strongly influenced by our early work on protocol
configuration in Da CaPo [6, 7].

For example, a client might want to measure latency with the following QoS re-
quirements:

<accuracy, medium> <resource consumption, medium>

and the measurement should be performed in a static network. As shown in an
earlier example, the VCS brick would provide in this context the QoS
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VCS := <accuracy, medium><resource consumption, low>

and the Ping brick would offer in this context the QoS

Ping := <accuracy, high><resource consumption, medium>.

The basic problem this example identifies is the fact that there is in many cases a
tradeoff between different QoS parameters, e.g., accuracy versus resource consumption.
To resolve such a tradeoff it is necessary to prefer one QoS parameter over another. We
argue that such a prioritization of QoS parameters could only be done by the client. To
generalize this approach we extent the monitoring request with a weight for each QoS
parameter that is listed in the request. Obviously, the weights need to be normalized,
e.g., a weight might be an integer in the range [1; 10] and higher weight values would
indicate higher importance for the client. We use a simple function to describe the
weight depending on the particular value of the QoS value. Implementation specific
aspects for this function are not given in this deliverable.

Thus, the weight is a function specific for a particular QoS parameter that takes as
input the value of the QoS parameter and projects it into the range between 1 and 10:

W : QoS value → [1; 10]

Thus, the QoS requirements of the client would be a vector of the following tuples:

<QoSParameter, operator, value, W>, where operator ∈ {=,≤,≥, <, >}

The value defines the minimum requirement, i.e., if this value is not met by a mea-
surement brick than this brick is no longer a candidate brick â?? even if it measures the
requested metric. We define the compliance degree (cd) between the QoS requirements
of the client and the QoS provided by a measuring brick as the sum over the result of
applying the weight functions of all QoS parameters to the corresponding QoS values
provided by the brick:

cd =
∑

Wi, where i indexes the tuples of the QoS requirements vector

The task of the Brick Selector is to determine the QoS provided by the measurement
bricks that can measure the requested metric and to calculate which of those matches
best the QoS requirements of the client, i.e., find the brick within the set of all bricks B
with the maximum compliance degree:

select brick j ∈ B s.t. cdj ≥ cdk∀k ∈ B

How to handle certain exceptions:

• There are more tuples in the QoS requirements than in the QoS offer of a brick.
This means that the brick is not offering one or more QoS parameters and by this
it does not fulfill the client requirements. Therefore such a brick is no candidate
brick.

• There are more tuples in the QoS offer than in the QoS requirements. Since the
brick offers all requested QoS parameters there is no problem. The additional
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QoS parameters are simply ignored for the compliance degree calculation.

3.4 Revisiting the Objectives

We claimed four specific objectives for the framework in Section 3.1. We now revisit
these objectives in order to explain to which extent and how the presented framework
fulfills them.

Adaptiveness: The Brick Selector implements with the help of Information Man-
agement brick the necessary logic in order to enable the framework to be adaptive. The
assumption and requirement is that each measuring brick provides its QoS descriptions.
The resulting IMF is then able to consider the available context information that is rel-
evant for measuring the metric in question. It is important to understand that different
metrics may be measured using very different methods and, therefore, also the adapta-
tion processes depend completely on the metric and measurement tools. That is why in
the design of the framework, the QoS descriptions must be provided by the measuring
bricks themselves, which means that the source of such information is the developer of
the brick.

Extensibility: This property applies to ANA in general and is not limited to the
monitoring framework. In an autonomic context where a priori knowledge does not
necessarily exist, some form of self-configuring ability through learning about the en-
vironment must exist. The flexibility provided by the ANA core machinery, introduced
in Section 2, makes it quite straightforward to enable this property for the framework.
The measuring bricks can store their QoS descriptions while publishing themselves in
the node compartment. The Information Management brick can consequently lookup
the QoS descriptions of existing measuring bricks through lookups in the node com-
partment. This is done periodically in order to detect any change in configuration, e.g.
when a measurement brick crashes or a new measurement brick is installed/started.

Accuracy: The accuracy of measurements has to do with the extent to which a
particular metric needs to be estimated. Often we need to estimate network properties
using end-to-end active probing techniques. In ANA, the monitoring framework should
be supported in each node which makes it possible to gather passively the necessary
information. For example, inferring the capacity of a path could be done by querying
all the intermediate nodes along the path instead of sending a specifically crafted train
of probing packets and estimating the capacity by analyzing the inter-spacing of these
packets at the other end of the path.

Efficiency: The main advantage in terms of efficiency that the framework brings
is making the monitoring and measurements a first class citizen in the architecture. In
practice this means that each application does not need to perform required measure-
ments separately which reduces processing and traffic overhead due to redundant mea-
surement efforts. If each monitoring request goes through the framework, it is possible
to optimize the efforts and reuse measurement results. In addition, each measurement
brick is dispatched in such a way that only required measurements are performed in
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order to save resources.

Transparency: It is clear from the design that all the details of the brick selec-
tion process is hidden from the client bricks. They simply issue requests and receive
measurement results as responses.
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Chapter 4

Implementation of the IMF

We have not implemented a full blown IMF as described in the previous chapter.
Instead, we have approached the implementation from a more practical viewpoint. We
have implemented a set of bricks that fulfill some of the objectives outlined for the
IMF. As will become clear, we have “hardwired” some of the intelligent logic which
ensures the adaptiveness of the framework. In this way, we strike a tradeoff between
spending significant time and efforts to implement a complete version of the IMF and
having something working reasonably early with which we can start experimenting. We
will discuss in the end of this chapter how we plan to eventually converge to a full
implementation of the IMF as specified in the previous chapter.

4.1 Current Implementation Approach for the IMF

Figure 4.1 shows the set of bricks that have implemented or are in the process of
implementing currently. Note that as such it can be seen as a particular snapshot of the
framework since the set of measuring bricks can change dynamically according to the
IMF design. The set of measuring bricks that we have chosen to implement and that are
illustrated by the figure is related to the video streaming use case which we describe in
more detail in Chapter 4.2.

The main difference to the complete design of the IMF is that in our current im-
plementation, the dispatcher brick does not implement all concepts introduced in the
detailed design of the IMF, instead it merely parses requests and forwards the relevant
parts of the requests to the bricks that are responsible for measuring those particular
metrics. Then for each metric, there is a brick that handles fulfilling the measurements.
Note that in this kind of simplified approach, we must have one single brick per metric
that has the intelligence to make decisions concerning which measuring brick should be
dispatched to do the work in case there are several measuring bricks that can measure
the same metric. We call these bricks that are dedicated bricks for a given metric met-
ric bricks. So, the actual measuring bricks are hidden from the dispatcher and it only
communicates with the metric bricks.
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Figure 4.1: Bricks currently implemented/under implementation for the IMF.

So, the way things work is that the dispatcher issues a lookup to the KVR periodi-
cally to lookup metric bricks in order to know which metrics can be currently measured.
Metric bricks handle the discovery, coordination, and selection of measuring bricks that
measure that metric. In this way, we have an extensible IMF in that the dispatcher and
other measuring bricks and non-related metric bricks need not be changed when a new
measuring brick is added into the IMF. However, the metric brick responsible of the
metric that the newly added measuring brick measures needs to be updated. This is
not the case with the complete design of the IMF. Thus, this is where we add some
“hardwired” logic in the current implementation.

In the following sections, we describe the different bricks of Figure 4.1 in more
detail.

4.1.1 Dispatcher

The dispatcher does two things: 1) maintains a list of available metrics, and 2)
decomposes received requests into metric specific requests and forwards them to the
Metric bricks.

The Dispatcher brick receives requests from client bricks, breaks them down to met-
ric specific requests, and forwards the requests then to the corresponding Metric bricks.
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In order to know to which metric brick to send a request, it maintains a repository of
currently available metrics. When a metric brick is loaded, it looks up for the Dispatcher
in the KVR and then sends a publish message to the Dispatcher. This publish message
contains the keyword of the metric (e.g. latency), and an IDP on which it wants to re-
ceive requests. The dispatcher enters this keyword together with the IDP in a list and,
upon receiving a request, matches the keyword in the request with the keywords in the
list.

Table 4.1: Monitoring request fields.

Field Description
nonce this identifies the request and is used to map results to the corresponding request

type either notification, query, or subscription

type parameters subscription age, notification thresholds, subscription interval

metric e.g. latency

metric parameters this is the predicate (e.g. latency to which node)

non-functional pa-
rameters

these determine the expected quality of the results (e.g. tolerated error)

reply IDP where to send the results

The output from the Dispatcher is the same as input without the metric. This request
is then forwarded to the correct metric brick.

4.1.2 Latency brick

The aim of the Latency brick is to provide a flexible way for measuring latency
between any pair of ANA nodes. Despite the apparent simplicity of this task, we should
note that their can be several techniques for measuring or estimating latencies, and we
expect those techniques to be provided through their own bricks. Two examples of
such “latency provider” bricks are the Active Probing (AP) brick (that works similarly
to ICMP Echo requests) and the Virtual Coordinates (VC) brick (that allows a host to
predict the round-trip latencies to other hosts).

Yet, more mechanisms could be envisioned and deployed, that would offer data-
collection-overhead versus data-collection-freshness, perhaps at the expense of cooper-
ation with other softwares. Timestamps could for instance be piggy-backed on a trans-
port protocol header to obtain active probes at a lower cost. It could also be possible to
have a monitoring protocol for directly requesting link latencies.

The Latency brick is an orchestrator and a facade between the clients (e.g. appli-
cations) and providers (mechanism-specific implementations), as depicted on Fig. 4.2.
It should be noted that both boxes labeled “Prober” and “Echo” refer to the Ping brick.
We reused the compartment API to register providers and route requests to the most
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Figure 4.2: Measuring delay. Red boxes are FBs and the dashed circle represents latency
compartment.

appropriate one. Later on, the Latency brick could also offer improved functionalities
such as averaging measures or notifying clients when a given threshold is met.

Each measurement we do will have an impact on the network [4], and different
techniques (e.g. probe vs. piggy-backed probes) will have a different cost. On the
other hand, different implementations may provide measurements of different quality
(in terms of freshness, accuracy, etc.). Obviously, when asked to measure several times
the same pair of nodes, we could either re-probe or reuse a cached result, though not
every client could work with a cached result. An obvious case where it wouldn’t work
is the VC brick that provides cheap latency estimations through virtual coordinates,
but requires fresh and accurate latency measurements between its neighbors to work
properly.

As a result, when registering a provider in the “latency compartment”1, measurement
bricks announce the cost of a measurement and the quality we can expect from replies.
Similarly, clients can express the maximum cost and required quality for their results.
This way, we can enforce that neighbors measurements for the VC brick do not come
from Vivaldi itself, nor from any of its clients.

We believe that this “cost and quality” mechanism can also be useful to let the la-
tency brick pick the “closest server among N options” with a fixed budget.

If extended with averaging and threshold detection, the role of the latency brick
would become very comparable to the system monitoring framework in deliverable
D.3.3v1 [1] of ANA. Yet, we have dismissed the option of implementing latency mea-
surements as plug-ins for that framework since:

• the sysmon framework can only monitor variables identified through a single
name (e.g. cpu.load) and a probing function must be registered for each mon-

1which is somehow a subset of the node compartment with more specific conventions
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itored variable before it can be tested.

• the sysmon framework only allows one probing function per variable, and cannot
offer the request routing that is believed essential to the latency measurement
service.

On the other side, the introduction of virtual coordinates and the future integra-
tion with the MCIS suggest that a call get_latency will trigger a chain of calls to
address-to-coordinate translators, “provider” components and caching components. We
expect such chains to be expressible through the functional composition framework,
so that glue code between all the components can be synthetised at run-time (typically
re-synthetised when a component is added or removed) using only components descrip-
tion, the same way object-oriented compilers select the appropriate type-converters to
cast arguments of a method call to match method signature.

4.1.3 Active Probing brick

The purpose of the Active Probing (AP) brick is to measure latencies between ANA
nodes. To achieve this goal, the AP brick can play two roles: sending probes, and
returning probes. The former is called the Ping role, while the latter is called the Echo
role. Currently, these two roles are implemented as two distinct bricks: the Ping Brick
and the Echo Brick.

The design of the ANA APIs and its ability to resolve a user-given name into an
access point towards any compartment allows us to write the Active Probing brick in a
compartment agnostic way. This means that the Active Probing Brick can be used over
a large variety of compartments (though we expect it to be mostly useful over “network-
layer” compartments) (e.g. Ethernet, IP or even an overlay network). Note that, at the
present time, the AP brick may register in the “latency compartment” and thus receive
request from the latency brick.

Currently, the two distinct bricks have been tested over the IP compartment as well
the Ethernet brick (dgrmEthBrick) itself connected to the “virtual link” facility. The
“ping” brick stores a timestamp2 in the echo request and compares that timestamp with
the current time when receiving the reply. The Ping/Echo Bricks work as follows:

1. (emitter side) lookup the list of resolved compartment names to get a label. Re-
solve the compartment name in the node compartment if missing.

2. lookup the list of resolved targets in that compartment, resolve the target if miss-
ing

3. get timestamp and send the “echo request” message

4. (echoer side) deliver the echo request to the echo brick

2obtained through the gettimeofday system call, thus theoretically having microsecond resolution
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5. resolve the emitter’s description to get a reply label

6. send back the message to the emitter

7. (emitter side) deliver the echo reply to the ping brick

8. get second timestamp and compare.

To avoid unwanted delay at step 5 (during resolution of the reply address), we used
the “multicast channel” feature of Ethernet and IP bricks, which actually delegates the
resolution of the target service to the recipient, while a regular (unicast) channel would
have first involved a request/reply cycle to obtain a protocol number for the service
and then would send back the echo reply, leading to biased measurements. We believe
that the exact semantic of those “channel types” for resolution should be given in the
definition of the core API and that it should be possible to browse compartments to see
whether they support or not a given channel type.

4.1.4 Virtual Coordinate Brick

In ANA the Virtual Coordinate FBs, based on Vivaldi [5], would form an overlay
compartment which would complement the other monitoring functional blocks by main-
taining the coordinates of the monitoring nodes. The ability to predict latency, based on
coordinates, without prior communication allows systems to use proximity information
for better performance with less measurement overhead than probing. This Virtual Co-
ordinate compartment will rely on the active probing FBs to measure latencies between
some pairs of ANA nodes.

Each ANA nodes computes and can continuously adjust its coordinates based only
on measured RTTs from the node to a handful of other nodes and the current coordinates
of those nodes. Each ANA node maintains its own coordinates. Note that, in Vivaldi, all
nodes have the same initial coordinates [5]. To bootstrap the algorithm Vivaldi defines
u(0) as a unitlength vector in a randomly chosen direction. When two nodes occupy the
same location, there will be a spring pushing them away from each other in an arbitrary
direction. The VC brick publishes and reuses coordinates through MCIS.

The Vivaldi procedure uses each RTT sample to update its coordinates. In fact,
these RTT samples are provided by the AP brick. An identical Vivaldi procedure runs
on every node. Each sample provides information that allows a node to update its co-
ordinate. The sample used by each node, A is based on measurement to a node, B, its
coordinates xB and the estimated error reported by B, eB. When a node A with coordi-
nates xA learns about node B’s sample(xB, rttAB, eB) it updates its coordinates. The
simple_vivaldi procedure is called whenever a new RTT measurement is available. In-
deed, simple_vivaldi receives the RTT measurement to the remote node and the remote
node’s coordinates plus a confidence error associated with this coordinates. This proce-
dure gives as output updated coordinates with respect to a fixed dimensional space. In
our implementation, a two-dimensional Euclidean coordinates are used.
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4.1.5 Connectivity Brick

The Connectivity Brick aims at discovering available peers in a mobile, sparsely
connected network. It maintains a list of identifiers of nodes that are currently in wire-
less communication range by periodically (in a configurable time interval) sending out
beacon messages. When it receives such beacons, the node identifier of the sending
node is added to the list.

Since the reception of a single beacon message does not yet guarantee the possibility
to communicate with a peer (due to effects such as radio propagation, interference or
fast mobility), the Connectivity Brick defines two states in which a connection can be:
stable and unstable. When the fist beacon message is received, the connection gets
assigned the state unstable. After successfully receiving a configurable number (by
default 3) of subsequent beacons, the connection gets updated to status stable. When
losing a configurable number (by default 2) subsequent beacons, the connection drops
back to unstable and – after a configurable timeout of not receiving any more beacons –
is removed from the list.

The Connectivity Brick accepts subscriptions by client bricks coming through the
Dispatcher and maintains a list of all its clients. It sends out notification about state
changes to all its client bricks. Potential clients of the connectivity brick are protocols
for routing and content dissemination in Delay Tolerant and opportunistic networks.

4.1.6 System Monitoring Brick

This brick has been described in [1].

4.1.7 Adaptive Flow Measurement Brick

The Adaptive Flow Measurement Brick is the entry point to the flow monitoring sys-
tem. As such it is responsible for interfacing with the Multi Compartment Information
Sharing System as well as with the Integrated Monitoring Framework. The Adaptive
Flow Measurement Brick translates client requests into concrete monitoring function
chains and orchestrates accordingly the lower level bricks in order to deliver the re-
quested metric in an optimal way and fulfill the monitoring needs of the clients.

The implementation of this brick has not started yet, so it might be subject to updates
in the near future.

4.1.8 Packet Capturing Brick

The Packetcapturing brick aims at passively collecting network packets received
from a generic ANA node. Furthermore, it provides a packet filtering and packet inspec-
tion functionality of protocol headers (e.g. IP, TCP, UDP). As to adaptive mechanisms,
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its main feature is the filtering capability which allows other bricks to specify the type
of traffic to capture.

Since the protocol layering in ANA can be highly dynamic, no assumptions about
the nature of the captured traffic can be made. One can not even rely on fixed offsets
or known protocol types in the raw data received from the network link. In addition the
composition of the network functionality may change at runtime on the fly, rendering
the task of protocol identification even more difficult. A solution identifying the most
commonly seen protocols in ANA and using their known offsets is supplied.

Figure 4.3: example capturing setup with two client bricks

Features

• support for multiple clients, multiple filter declarations

• general, protocol agnostic low level filter language

• possibility to quickly adapt to new protocols

• support of ANA-IP and ANA-Ethernet protocols

• intuitive expression of the packet filters via a human readable syntax (e.g. "ip src
192.127.0.1 and eth dst AB:AB:AB:AA:AA:AA")

Functioning

Internally the Packetcapturing brick uses Acyclic Directed Control Flow Graphs
which allows a compact representation of complex filters and reduces redundant com-
putation. The filter mechanism is divided into a generic, protocol agnostic low level
filter and a high level human readable form. Upon specification, the string represen-
tation is processed by a parser, the corresponding low level representation created and
installed in the Packet Capturing brick. Since performance is not our main focus at the
moment, the filter mechanism and the filter structure is not optimized in any way (e.g.
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by means of dynamic code generation, probabilistic filter optimization, . . . ) leaving
space for future improvements.

Upon Initialization, the Packet Capturing brick binds to the Vlink brick via a small
abstraction brick. It then publishes its public binding and configuration IDP in order to
accept binding requests from client bricks. A client brick wishing to use Packet Cap-
turing first resolves the binding IDP, sends a binding request specifying the destination
IDP for the captured packets and then "installs" a filter for the newly created connection.
Figure 4.1.8 illustrates the communication between Packet Capturing and Client brick.

Figure 4.1.8 shows the internal functioning of the Packet Capturing Brick. Upon
arrival, packets are inserted in a circular buffer. Packets are then retrieved from the
buffer by the dispatcher, checked against all installed packet filters and forwarded to the
appropriate client brick.

Figure 4.4: internal state of the capturing FB

4.1.9 Adaptive Sampling Brick

With high-speed network connections, efficient and effective packet sampling tech-
niques for traffic measurement and monitoring are not only desirable, but also increas-
ingly becoming a necessity. Due to the high-speed characteristics of modern network in-
frastructures and resource limited capability of monitoring devices, in fact, some mech-
anisms for data reduction have to be provided. On the other hand, since the utility of
sampling depends on the accuracy and economy of measurement, it is important to con-
trol sampling error. To this regard, the adaptive sampling brick (ADS) is in charge of
performing data reduction operations on incoming packets collected by the capturing
brick.

The ADS is able to perform a systematic sampling algorithm on the set of incoming
packets. The sampling rate can be configured by a monitoring compartment by sending
an external configuration request to the ConfIDP (i.e. manual configuration), or au-
tomatically, based on some measured "situational conditions" (i.e. self-configuration).
Currently, it is able to adapt the sampling rate in order to keep constant the cpu_load
of the hosting ANA node.
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Features

• choice of sampling algorithms at runtime

• configuration of active algorithm at runtime

4.1.10 Packet Record Brick

The Packet Record brick generates packet records from provided input packets. A
packet record consists of meta data about the packet (e.g. arrival timestamp, bytecount)
and a hash value over specifiable parts of the packet header, which can be used by other
bricks for packet classification. Thus higher level bricks can use the packet record brick
in order to generate more elaborate metrics such as flow records or packet traces.

Features

• multiple client, multiple supplier

• separate "per supplier" configuration

• configurable hash

– hash input can be configured

– intuitive input specification syntax (e.g. "ip src and eth dst")

– specifiable hash function

Functioning

Upon binding a hash template is specified by the client brick in order to determine
the portions of the packet header to use as hash input. A hash template consists of
several rules designating each a single region in the packet via an offset and a length
value. To allow a straight forward declaration of these templates a parser is included
featuring a simple string syntax. For example "ip src and raw 2 4" would create a hash
input consisting of the ANA-IP source address and the region at offset 2 with length 4
in the packet header.

When a packet arrives at the Packet Record brick, a contiguous bunch of data is
created from the packet header according to the hash template setting for that supplier
brick and fed into the hash function. The packet record is then filled with the gained
meta data and the hash value and forwarded to the client brick.

Due to the possibility to specify settings per supplier - client pair, the binding and
unbinding processes become slightly more complex. A client of Packet Record has
to take care of the configuration of Packet Record and the packet supplier brick for
Packet Record. For example consider a system consisting of a Packet Capturing brick,
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a Packet Record brick and some high level client brick. The client brick wants to get
packet records from packets forwarded by Packet Capturing. For this it has to send
a binding request to Packet Record (containing the conf label of the Packet Capturing
brick), which will in turn send a binding request to the Packet Capturing brick. After
successful binding, the client brick can query the Packet Record brick for a connection
identifier (an IDP label) which it can then use to modify the corresponding settings in
Packet Capturing. Figure 4.5 illustrates a complete binding process.

Figure 4.5: example binding process

4.1.11 Flow Classification Brick

In order to reduce the volume and generate application exploitable monitoring data,
a aggregation mechanism is needed. This functionality is provided by the Flow Clas-
sification brick which classifies incoming packet records following beforehand speci-
fied aggregation rules. Responsible for creating the composites, the Flow Classification
brick is the core component of the Flow Classification FB. As the meta-data of the pack-
ets have already been extracted by the Packet Record brick, the main task of the Flow
Classification brick consists of determining the appropriate record to which a packet
shall be added and actualize it according to the flow key.

Since it is impossible to predict the nature of the protocols that will be developed in
the context of ANA, the concept of a flow needs to be extended to a more generic def-
inition. Contrary to the classic definitions like by protocol type, IP source/destination,
TCP source/destination, we extend the notion of a flow to any packet that match a given
criteria. Thus the flow key can, more generally speaking, be any given packet classifier.

The implementation of this brick has not started yet, so its properties and features
might be subject to updates.
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Features

• specifiable flow keys

• protocol / addressing agnostic flow records (as far as possible)

• flow record re-normalization if used in combination with sampling

4.1.12 Multi-Compartment Information Sharing System (MCIS)

MCIS has already been introduced in [1]. Therefore, we only give a brief overview
of the system in this document.

MCIS stands for Multi-Compartment Information Sharing System and provides
lookup and store facilities for any client brick wishing to share data with other bricks.
The system is rich in capabilities as it supports range queries over multi-attribute data
records and publish/subscribe service in addition to one-time queries. The MCIS FB
can be used by any of the other FBs. The idea is that we have a common information
plane where all kinds of data can be published and afterwards queried by any FB in any
node. This kind of service is especially useful in the context of monitoring where var-
ious kinds of data can be generated in different vantage points by different monitoring
processes. In such a scenario, the information sharing service has the potential to facil-
itate and speed up locating interesting pieces of monitoring data and to reduce resource
consumption by removing redundant monitoring data transmissions.

MCIS is implemented using an existing order-preserving DHT: Mercury[2]. Mer-
cury is a structured P2P system where nodes are logically organized on a ring as in
Chord[9]. The key difference to e.g. Chord is that Mercury does not hash the keys
which are thus the actual attribute values. Hence, each node in the ring is responsible
for a particular attribute value range. This difference makes it possible to process range
queries efficiently. In Mercury the rings are called attribute hubs and there is one hub
for each attribute of a data record. This means that, for example, if the data records are
two-dimensional coordinates with x and y values as the attributes, Mercury maintains
two attribute hubs and each node is responsible for a particular value range in both of
the hubs. Data records are replicated and routed to each of the hubs while queries are
routed only to the hub of the attribute that is estimated to be most selective in the query
predicate (i.e. specifies the smallest range).

This kind of content addressable overlay maps naturally well to the concept of a
compartment in ANA. All the data records of a specific type form in a natural way a
data compartment. Each data compartment routes messages via its attribute hubs inde-
pendently of other data compartments. Resolution and publish procedures of data items
boil down to lookup and insert operations, respectively. There is a special metadata
compartment to which all nodes that wish to share information with each other belong.
It contains information about the different data compartments that exist and enables dis-
covering them, see Figure 4.6. Thus, scoping of information sharing can be achieved
through controlling the resolution process within the metadata compartment. There is
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Figure 4.6: Data compartments in MCIS.

a MCIS brick in each node that wishes to provide such information sharing to other
bricks of the node. As the name suggests, the MCIS brick is then the entry point to
these data compartments and handles all the resolve, lookup, and publish requests from
local client bricks to all the data compartments. MCIS bricks of different nodes then
maintain together a single Mercury system per data compartment.

4.2 Use Case: Peer-to-peer Video Streaming

For real-time applications such as video streaming systems, having accurate infor-
mation about the network, such as delay or available bandwidth between nodes, can be
an important factor in achieving good performance. Unfortunately, this kind of infor-
mation is not easily obtainable on the current Internet. Several techniques for doing
this, such as [3], have been proposed, but while it is possible to keep code for this kind
of functionality in an external library rather than inside the application, the underlying
limitations do not change: the Internet does not provide an interface for obtaining all
the information required by the application, and a library might require updates as the
interconnect technologies of the Internet changes. However, in ANA, monitoring is pro-
vided as a fundamental service on all nodes. Furthermore, ANA has been designed to
support having accurate information provided by routers and other intermediate nodes.

We have designed a distributed compartment that offers video streaming services,
with content retrievable from participating nodes that have previously retrieved the same
content. This kind of system requires a mechanism for transmitting media data between
nodes, but also a metadata handling system that offers file search functionality and a
way of keeping track of the nodes that have copies of the data. A typical usage scenario
would be for a user to search for and request a movie, upon which a list of nodes with
the content available would be obtained, and the content requested from nodes on the
list. The downloaded parts of the movie would simultaneously be made available to
other users. Files are divided into blocks to make information about downloaded files
easier to share and manage.
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Rather than building monolithic applications, the ANA application development
concept is based on the principle of combining many small bricks to form the desired
functionality. An Internet application that wishes to estimate the transfer speed or avail-
able bandwidth to another node can do this by transmitting specially crafted packets,
but if each application does this independently the result will be redundant traffic that
increases the load on the link between the two machines needlessly. However, if all
applications request this information through the same brick, the result will be less
overhead and shorter response time if the answer is already known. Another important
benefit comes from the possibility for the application to adapt to changes; the system
can react to changes in the network by changing the bricks that offer various types of
functionality. To use the network monitoring example, on the Internet, it might only be
possible to use heuristics to estimate link speeds and a monitoring brick for the Internet
would use these kinds of techniques, but on a network where ANA nodes provide addi-
tional monitoring functionality, the routers can be queried directly. An ANA node can
react to these two different scenarios by replacing the relevant monitoring brick. The
design of ANA gives applications the inherent possibility of having this kind of adapt-
ability, and this approach can be used in many situations: in order to change transport
protocols, insertion of transcoding bricks to reduce media size on low bit rate links, etc.

The use of bricks has a direct influence on the structure of the application; the
streaming functionality is not offered by a single brick, but by a set of bricks that work
together. One immediate benefit of this is that some of the required functionality is al-
ready offered by the system; network monitoring is provided by the monitoring frame-
work, and accessed via the Monitoring Request Protocol (MRP) brick, which handles
peer selection. The information provided by the MRP brick includes simple status in-
formation such as whether a node is available or not, but can include more complex
queries such as a request for an ordering of the nodes based on criteria such as latency.

MRP operations manipulate so-called nodesets, that can consist of an arbitrary set of
nodes. Operations include adding nodes to a nodeset, removing nodes, and requesting
orderings of the nodes based on various criteria. The MRP brick does not perform any
measurement operations itself, it merely manages a set of nodes, and sends requests for
network measurements to the monitoring framework.

4.3 Towards Complete IMF

In order to move from the current implementation status to a proof-of-concept im-
plementation for the detailed design of the IMF as presented in this deliverable, we plan
the following tasks:

• Definition of syntax for vocabulary, QoS descriptions of measuring bricks, and
context information.

• Implementation of the central data structures for the information management.

• Implementation of the brick selection FB, to perform the needed inference for
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selecting the best suited measuring brick. Please note that this probably will in-
clude reuse of some code artifacts in the current implementation, especially from
the metric bricks.

• Adaptation of the dispatcher brick.

• Extending the existing measuring bricks to publish their properties. This includes
that the brick developers derive these properties from the developed bricks.

• Integration of all elements, testing, and evaluation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This deliverable describes the detailed design of an Integrated Monitoring Frame-
work (IMF). We identified first a set of undesirable issues in the current state of affairs
when it comes to network monitoring and measurements. In order to address theses is-
sues, the design of our framework is based on the following requirements: extensibility,
self-configuration, self-optimization, adjustable accuracy, efficiency, and transparency.
The desing of the IMF is guided by our aim to achieve a separation of concerns in the
IMF. We identify a dispatcher FB that basically implements the mechanics of accepting
a client request, parsing it and forwarding requests to measuring bricks and the results
back to the client. The Information Management FB is responsible to maintain the vo-
cabularies that are used to describe metrics and relate them to Measuring bricks, QoS
properties, client requirements, and context information. This is in turn used by the
brick selection FB to perform the interference process. Finally, MCIS is used for man-
agement and sharing of data and metadata. After presenting the design of the IMF, we
review the requirements on the IMF and show how the IMF enables these properties.

We have implemented a first version of the IMF that is based on the early conceptual
model of the IMF. In this version some of the logic of the brick selection process, i.e.,
those that is based on context and QoS parameters, is “hardwired”. The set of bricks
that are implemented or currently under implementation are motivated by the video
streaming demonstrator that we are building for ANA. This first version of the IMF
enabled us to understand the feasibility of our ideas for the IMF. In addition, it is a
good starting point for early experimentation and enables us to explore the limitations
of our overall approach quicker. Furthermore, extending the framework to a complete
IMF is, as we mentioned, rather straightforward. Major parts of the code developed for
the first version of the IMF can be reused. Work that remains to be done for the final
year concerning the monitoring framework is to implement the missing pieces for the
complete IMF and to integrate this framework with the video streaming demonstrator.
We are also designing and implementing new bricks, e.g. concerning contact prediction.
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